
David Shannon A 2024 ThreeBestRated®
Award-Winning Solicitor Explains Hotel &
Resort Injury

David Shannon - Compensation Lawyer

BRISBANE, QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA,

March 28, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Going on a vacation is refreshing and

joyful. Every year, the number of

people traveling has been increasing.

Millions of travelers rely on hotels and

resorts for lodging. Most often, hotels

provide a safe and good place to stay.

However, in an unexpected situation,

people get injured at the hotels and

resorts they are staying at. “Accidents

at a hotel, holiday rental, or resort

during travels are far too common,”

says David Shannon, a 2024

ThreeBestRated® award-winning

Solicitor in Brisbane, QLD.

But the victims don’t need to worry

about it. Laws have been enacted to

protect them in such circumstances.

They help them to procure right

compensation so that they can lead their lives protectively. 

>> At hotels and resorts, injuries can result from various factors – and more likely from, 

>> Faulty/damaged equipment or poor quality of accommodation fittings

>> Inadequate security –  including terrorism, and assault.

>> Accidents resulting from falls from bridges, balconies, and decks.

>> Recreational accidents
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>> Accidents in the Swimming pool. 

What David explained is that

Hotels/resorts should inspect for any

potential damages, or dangerous

conditions and take adequate

measures to prevent any fatal

incidents. They also should proactively

inform their guests of the potential

risks in advance. Though the

hotel/resort isn’t liable for crimes

committed by third parties or non-

employees, they are liable for

foreseeable risks that they failed to

address. In cases of the hotel/resort at

fault, victims have the right to seek

compensation. 

Calculation of Compensation:

Compensation amount hinges on “the extent of the fault on the part of the service provider and

quality of the evidence as well as the quality of the lawyer on the side of the victim. However, the

compensation will be able to cover the 

>> Any loss of income and interest from the loss of earnings. 

>> General damages like loss of enjoyment in life due to the pain/damages. 

>> Ruined holiday loss

>> Holiday disappointment

>> Expenses such as medical bills, rehabilitation costs, etc.

>> Paid and unpaid recuperative assistance. 

It is worth noting that “If someone whose injuries have a prominent impact on their quality of life

–work, psychological, physical and more is entitled to get more compensation than the victims

with minor impact on their lives,” explained David. 

Another imperative thing is the time. Any delays can weaken the claim and result in a reduction

in compensation. So instead of spending time in the hospital or pondering the next steps, it is

advisable to contact a compensation lawyer to get timely and effective legal assistance.



About David Shannon

David Shannon from Carter Capner Law Firm is a renowned compensation lawyer with over 30

years of expertise in the industry. For half of the year in his career, he specialized in public and

private compensation along with insurance payouts. As he has worked both with claimants and

insurers, he is able to bring a unique perspective to his approach and handling of claims, that

procure his clients the best possible outcomes.

The Carter Capner Law Firm has been recognized as a prominent law firm in Queensland that

possesses over 80 years of reputation and a good track of successful representation. Sticking

with their objective “no win, no free,” they have delivered confident and exceptional results. The

firm’s reputation has been based on efficient and cost-effective legal services, catering both to

small businesses to larger enterprises, individuals, and families. Contact them at Carter Capner

Law to discuss this further. 

The firm specializes and handles a range of claims including, travel accidents, motor vehicle

accidents, medical mistakes, public liability, professional negligence, defective products, and

work accidents. They extend their services to Queensland and its surrounding areas.
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